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Development of Low Flow CHF Correlation

for HANARO

Cheol Park, Hee-Taek Chae, Gee-Yang Han

Abstract

A low flow CHF Correlation was developed for the safe operation of
HANARO during the natural circulation cooling and the assessment of
safety during the low flow condition of accident. The analytical model
was applied to estimate the heat flux and the temperature distributions
along the periphery of the fin at CHF conditions, and the predicted wall
temperature at the sheath between the fins by the model agreed well with
the measured one. The parametric trends of the CHF data for the finned
geometry agreed with the general understanding from the previous
studies for the unfinned annulus or tube geometries. It is revealed that
the fin does not affect the CHF for low flow condition, although it
increases the critical power due to larger heat transfer area. As the
existing CHF correlation for unfinned geometry gave large deviation in
predicting the experimental CHF data, a new correlation is proposed to
predict the CHF for both finned and unfinned geometries at low flow
and low pressure conditions. The developed correlation predicts the
experimental CHF data with RMS error of 13.7%

The applicable range of CHF correlation is as follows,

Pressure(kPa) 110 ~ 509
Mass Flux(kg/m2/s) 26-404
Inlet Subcooling(kJ/kg) 176-500
Heat Flux (kW/m2) 258-1415
Hydraulic Dia.(mm) 7.3-13.66
Critical Quality -0.034-0.702
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1. Introduction

The critical heat flux(CHF) condition is characterized by a sharp

reduction in the local heat transfer coefficient due to the change of heat

flux or cooling condition on the heater surface. The occurrence of this

phenomenon in the reactor fuel leads to a sudden temperature increase of

cladding, which results in rupture or melting of fuel. Hence, the CHF is

considered to be one of the most important parameters in the design and

safety analysis of a nuclear reactor. However, it is not always easy to

accurately predict the onset of CHF owing to the extreme complexity of

the heat and mass transfer processes responsible for the occurrence of CHF,

and also because of the incomplete knowledge of the mechanisms involved,

particularly, at low flow and low pressure conditions. Moreover, CHF is a

function of geometry.

Research reactors generally require efficient heat removal from the fuel

surface because they are designed to have high power density for obtaining

high neutron flux. HANARO(High Flux Advanced Neutron Application

Reactor)[KAERI,1996] adopted a finned fuel element to enhance heat

transfer. However, the heat transfer characteristics including CHF for the

finned fuel are quite different from those for the bare rods without fins

used in power reactors, since the heat flux and the wall temperature vary

considerably along the periphery of fins.

Review of previous works on the CHF for finned geometry described

in next section indicates that the fin seems to positively affect on the

enhancement of power load and CHF but the degrees may depend on the

flow condition and the fin configuration, etc. However, little work has been

done for the CHF in vertical annulus with the finned geometry at the low

flow conditions. In particular, the effect of fin on CHF under low flow
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condition has not been addressed. The existing CHF correlations for an

annulus with unfinned heaters are also not applicable to the finned

geometry, as will be shown later.

Thus, the objectives of the present work are to investigate the CHF

characteristics for finned geometry, including fin effect on CHF, and to

develop a CHF correlation for both finned and unfinned geometries under

low flow and low pressure conditions. In this report, experiment and

analysis of CHF for both unfinned and finned geometries are presented.

The parametric trends of the test data are also discussed. The comparisons

of existing correlations with the experimental data are done, and a new

correlation is proposed to predict the CHF for both finned and unfinned

geometries under low pressure and low flow conditions.

2. Previous Works on the CHF in a Finned Geometry

Mayer et al.(1988) carried out CHF experiments for a finned tube in a

horizontal channel with a external cross flow range of 0.12 ~ 1.2 m/s.

Their findings are: The maximum thermal load for finned tube was much

higher than that for the plain tube, and the ratio of the maximum thermal

loads for the finned tube and the plain tube decreases at the high degrees

of subcooling and the high coolant velocities. The higher thermal load ratio

at low flow is mainly due to the bubble nucleation along the overall

periphery including fin tips. This means that the heat flux distribution at

low flow is less steep than that at higher coolant velocity.

Kowalski et al.(1989) developed an one-dimensional analytical model to

describe the surface heat flux distribution for the finned fuel element
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simulator. This model was verified against two dimensional code MARC

predictions and experimental data for single phase forced convection

conditions in a velocity range of 0.7 ~ 7.0 m/s. The comparison of the

fin heat flux by analytical model with MARC predictions showed good

agreements. The one-dimensional assumption is generally justified since the

temperature gradients normal to the direction of the major heat flow are

small in metal material.

Shim et al.(1990) presented the results of test and analysis on the CHF

for finned and unfinned geometry for subcooled flow boiling with high

velocity larger than 1 m/s. They observed that the dry patch on the

unfinned surface propagated ci rcumferenti ally prior to the rupture while it

on the finned surface was localized between fins at CHF condition. The

peripheral heat flux distribution at CHF along the finned surface was

calculated by the analytical model of Kowalski et al.[1989] and two

dimensional numerical analysis, respectively. CHF values by analytical

model agreed with the numerical solution within ±6%. The reason was

caused by an assumption of constant two phase boundary condition over

the convective boundary although the fin side was on the single phase

convection condition due to high subcooling. Another major finding from

this study was that the presence of fins increased the CHF.

Experimental and analytical studies on the subcooled CHF for the

finned heater in a vertical annulus were performed by Kowalski et

al.(1994). The local heat flux was determined by a two dimensional finite

element heat transfer model and convective heat transfer correlations. A

correlation containing correction terms to represent the effect of the fin

geometry was proposed and it showed 22% of standard deviation error.

The applicable range of correlation for the mass flux was 390 ~ 8405

kg/m2/s. Correlation gives larger CHF value for finned geometry than that
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for geometry without fins. They reported CHF first appeared on the fin

root surface due to higher heat flux than that at fin side.

Grimly et al.(1988) conducted the CHF experiments with a fluorocarbon

liquid film of 1 m/s velocity falling over a vertical heated surface with

micro fins for electronic cooling. The result showed that the microfin

surface enhanced nucleate boiling and CHF relative to a plain surface.

CHF experiments with internally finned tube were performed in a very

high flow region with velocities larger than 5 m/s for the neutral beam

injector by Araki et al.(1989). The measured heat load for an internally

and externally finned tube was found to be larger than that for a smooth

tube.

Collier(1972) quoted the use of fins as one of the methods to improve

CHF.

3. Experimental Data

A total of 147 CHF data were obtained for a vertical annulus with

both finned and unfinned heaters at the low flow and low pressure

conditions. Test section geometries are given in table 1 together with each

corresponding number of data. Two different quartz tubes were used to

investigate the effect of the hydraulic diameter on critical heat flux. To

determine the fin effect on CHF, the CHF test was conducted for both

finned and unfinned geometries. For comparing the compatibility with

AECL test data, the experiment with the same dimension of heaters and

hydraulic diameter channels was also done(See Fig. 8). The ranges of test

conditions and the estimated uncertainties are summarized in the table 2.
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Details of experiment such as apparatus and test procedures can be

found in Park et al.(1997).

4. Estimation of Local CHF

For the finned geometry, the heat flux and the temperature

distributions are not uniform and vary considerably along the periphery of

the fin. They are expected to be higher at the sheath halfway between

fins. Hence, it is necessary to estimate the distributions of heat flux and

temperature for the analysis of local phenomena such as CHF. In this

study, the analytical model developed by Kowalski et al.(1989) is applied to

determine local maximum CHF value.

The model assumed the following.

The heat flux on the heater surface(oxide layer) is constant in the

circumferential direction and the temperature is same.

The heat flowing across the heater surface is divided into two

quantities, heat entering the sheath beneath the fin and the heat

entering the sheath between the fins.

A temperature gradient exists in the circumferential direction since

the sheath beneath the fin is cooler than the sheath between the

fins due to fin effect. Therefore, The heat entering the sheath

between fins flows into two directions, radially and circumferen-

tially, due to temperature gradient.

The heat entered into the sheath beneath the fin is convected away

on the fin surface.

Under these assumptions, the heat balance for the 1/16 segment of the

finned heater cross section shown in Fig. 1 can be expressed as,
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(1)

The heat flow through the fin, QRn , and the circumferential heat

transfer from the sheath to fin root region can be obtained by solving the

steady state one dimensional heat conduction equation, respectively, below,

Qn» = - kb
dO
dx

where, m =

= kmbdc

and

+ tanh(mL)

kb

1 + - % tanh(mL)

do= To

(2)

(3)

where.f a = J hs"r
t^

r2 and ,fr = T\<f) - Tt

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq.(l) gives the temperature at the

root of the fin as,

- _2_ [a + rx tanh(ff^j)]

an
2L+b-fL

hsh

(4)

With the root temperature by Eq.(4), the heat flux distribution along

the periphery of the finned geometry can be obtained from Eqs. (2) and

(3) and the temperature distributions are calculated from the solutions of

heat conduction equations, respectively.

This model can be used to calculate the heat flux distribution for the

finned geometry at low flow CHF condition since the assumption of same

boiling condition in both fin side and base between fins may be reasonable
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to apply for the high quality CHF condition. Good agreement of the

predictions was reported for the case of a finned geometry in the single

phase condition where the heat transfer coefficients are expected to vary

little along the periphery of surface [Kowalski et al.(1989)]. However, it

should be noted that two dimensional approach is required to the CHF

analysis with high subcooling and high velocity conditions due to the

existence of a nonboiling region in the fin.

In order to analyze the obtained CHF data using the analytical model,

a boiling heat transfer correlation is necessary because this estimation

assumes the upper limit of boiling heat transfer as the CHF point in a

boiling curve. In this study a modified Chen correlation, in which the

convective component was substituted with the correlation determined for

the finned geometry, was used to give the convective boundary conditions

as below,

q — hH (Tw—Tb) + h-14, (Tw— T,J) (5)

h n.

where, h^ = ( ^ b b ^

-0.79,^0.45 0.49

A* = 0.00122 [ Ji o&off 0.24 3
(f fif hfg pg

Iterations are needed to get the solution because the heat transfer

correlation is a function of wall temperature. In the course of heat flux

estimation, whether or not the wall temperature exceeded the ONB

temperature was calculated by the following correlation, which was derived

using the experimental data similar to the thermal hydraulic conditions of

present study.
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Fig. 2 shows the ratio of average heat transfer coefficient predicted by

Eq.(l) to the measured one along with velocity which were evaluated using

the actual heated surface area and the arithmetic mean of the measured fin

tip and sheath temperatures. The figure indicates that the modified Chen

correlation agrees well with the experimental data as the velocity decreases

while some discrepancies occur at the high velocity conditions. Hence,

Eq.(l) can be applied to determine the local heat flux distribution of low

flow CHF along the periphery of the sheath including the fin. The typical

result of the heat flux and the wall temperature predicted by the analytical

model is depicted in Fig. 3. The predicted wall temperature at the sheath

between the fins where the maximum heat flux is expected agrees well

with the measured one, but shows some overprediction at the fin tip. The

calculation by the two dimensional code of TEMP2D[Lim et al(1988)] also

gives a similar result except for a slightly lower heat flux at the fin side.

This may be caused by the use of a bulk temperature of fluid as boundary

condition although the coolant temperature actually varies around the

periphery of the fin. Fig. 4 depicts the ratio of the predicted to the

measured wall temperature at the sheath between fins for the experimental

data. Because it shows good agreements, the analytical model is used to

estimate the local CHF for the finned geometry at low flow and low

pressure conditions.
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5. Results and Discussions

5.1 Parametric Trends

In investigating parametric trends two points of view can be

represented ie.; CHF as a consequence of local conditions and CHF as a

consequence of system describing parameters. In this study, the major

parametric trends of the experimental data were analyzed based on fixed

inlet conditions from the latter viewpoint. This is because it is difficult to

measure and to estimate the exact local parameters in low flow and low

pressure conditions and the local condition hypothesis is not sufficient to

describe the CHF in this region[Chang et al.(1991)]. It is noted that the

effects of nonequilibrium voids and heat flux are particularly important at

low pressures and low flow conditions, especially in the annulus geometry.

Mass flux effect

Fig. 5 depicts the parametric effect of mass flux on CHF. CHF

increases with mass flux, but a different gradient of the curve is shown for

larger mass fluxes of about 180 kg/m2/s. This is very similar to the

values reported by El-Genk et al.(1988) and Rogers et al.(1982). One

reason for this may be supposed as; For relatively low flow rates, the

increase of flow linearly increases CHF because CHF is caused by the

liquid film depletion due mainly to the evaporation. However, the higher

flow rate and heat flux will result in the increase of entrainment which

leads to an early liquid film depletion or breakdown, and consequently a

lower CHF.

Inlet svbcooling effect

For a given mass flux, the CHF increases with increasing inlet
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subcooling as shown in Fig. 6. It is believed that the increase of initial

liquid film thickness owing to the shortened two phase length by high

subcooling leads to higher CHF. It is noted that the subcooling effect

does not clearly appear for lower mass flux since CHF occurs at high

quality conditions as mass flux decreases, and the range of inlet

subcooling, which can be actually controlled in the experiment at low

pressure, is relatively smaller than the latent heat.

Pressure effect

As the system pressure is coupled with the fluid properties such as

density and subcooling, it may be difficult to give the separate effect of

pressure on the CHF. However, it can be presumed from Fig. 7 that the

CHF increases slightly with the increase of pressure for a fixed mass flux

and inlet subcooling conditions. This can be explained by the fact that the

location of the onset of annular flow moves downstream as the pressure

increases, and thicker initial liquid film results in a larger CHF.

Heated length effect

The CHF decreases as the heated length increases, as shown in Fig. 8.

Thicker initial liquid film due to the shortened two phase length might

result in higher CHF. However, the effect looks to be a little bit smaller

as the mass flux decreases.

Hydraulic diameter effect

The CHF increases with the increase of the hydraulic diameter as

shown in Fig 9. This behavior appears to be the results of a relatively

lower quality in a larger channel, which means more participation of liquid

in cooling heater surface and thicker liquid film due to the decrease of

quality. Fig 10 indicates that the critical quality at CHF condition, which is
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calculated by the steady state heat balance of Eq.(7) with the assumption

of thermodynamic equilibrium, decreases as mass flux increases.

Qchf

It can be drawn from the figures that the unheated wall effect on the

CHF increases as the mass flux and the hydraulic diameter increase.

5.2 Fin effect on CHF

At the same inlet conditions of mass flux arid subcooling, the critical

power ratio between the finned and the unfinned geometries is depicted in

Fig 11. The critical power of finned geometry is higher than that of

unfinned geometry by about 17% on average (12.7% for mass flux range

smaller than 150 kg/m2/s and 23.5% for larger than 150 kg/m2/s) due to

larger heat transfer area. The difference of flow area is only 4%. Here, it

is interesting that the latter value of 23.5% is similar to 26% of difference

between the two geometries' hydraulic diameters. The smaller ratios for

the lower mass fluxes can be understood by the fact that the heat

transferred to the coolant through the fins increases as mass flux decreases.

In other words, the coolant enthalpy at lower flow reaches the condition

for CHF occurrence more quickly than that for higher mass flux.

Basically, the CHF is caused by the lack of cooling at the heater surface,

and it depends on the fluid condition. Hence, it is necessary to compare

the values of CHF at the same coolant condition. Fig. 12 shows that the

comparison between the predicted CHF for finned geometry and the

measured one for unfinned geometry at the same mass flux and the similar

exit quality conditions. If we consider the hydraulic diameter effect on

CHF with the assumption that qchf ~ D^,moT Z>fe1/2[Groeneveld et al.
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(1996)], the CHF for unfinned geometry should be 12.4% or 31.8% larger

than that of the finned geometry. This tendency, however, cannot be

found in this figure. Instead the two values are rather similar with each

other. Hence, it may be drawn that the fin does not affect the CHF for

low flow condition, although it increases the critical power due to larger

heat transfer area.

5.3 Comparison cf Test Data with Existing Correlatiats

The local CHF values at the sheath between the fins estimated by

the analytical model were compared with the existing correlations for the

prediction of CHF in an annulus with the unfinned geometry. The

compared correlations are listed in table 3 with the applicable ranges.

Fig.s 13 ~ 20 show the results of comparisons between the

experimental data and the existing CHF correlations. It can be seen that

most of correlations give large deviations and scatters in predicting the

experimental data for finned geometry. However, the two correlations of

El-Genk et al.(1988) and Mishima et al.(1972) give reasonable predictions

for the unfinned geometry. The figures also show that CHF values of the

finned geometries are quite different from those of unfinned geometries for

the same inlet flow rate, inlet subcooling and pressure conditions.

The Kowalski et al.(1994) correlation, which is applicable to the finned

geometry in high flow rate and high subcooling conditions, shows a trend

of overprediction as the mass flux decreases although the inclusion of fin

effect appears to some extent. The AECL lookup table[Groeneveld et

al.(1986)] for tube geometry overpredicts monotonically as the mass flux

increases. It may be caused by the cold wall effect, that is, the smaller

participation of liquid to cool heat surface for higher mass flux and larger
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hydraulic diameter.

A remarkable point is that the two correlations of El-Genk et al.(1988)

and Mishima et al.(1972) developed on the basis of the heat balance and

the flow pattern transitions, give systematic deviations of CHF values for

the finned and unfinned geometries. This implies that the CHF in an

annulus at low flow conditions is dependent on the heat input to coolant

and the flow pattern, especially annular flow. Fig 21 and 22 present the

CHF data for finned and unfinned geometries at 110 kPa plotted on the

two phase flow regime map based on the drift flux model[Mishima &

Ishii(1984)]. These figures suggest most of the data fall on the annular

flows. The inlet subcooling influence on the flow pattern is small.

However, it is noted that the classification between the annular flow and

annular mist flow is supposed to be qualitative because of the uncertainties

of the flow regime map itself, and also because of the use of equilibrium

exit quality. And it is not so important to derive a correlation from getting

the correlation constants by fitting the data.

5.4 Development of CHF Correlation

As shown in the previous figures, the existing CHF correlations for

annulus or tube geometries are not applicable for the finned geometry.

Two correlations based on the heat balance give a suggestion for the

development of CHF correlation. Hence, to develop a new CHF correlation

for both finned and unfinned geometries, the following heat balance

equation in a dimensionless form is used in this study.

)

where, q = q/(h/g\J XpggAp)
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G* = GN IPeSAp

A =V algAp

The first term on the right hand side depends on the void fraction

distribution and quality at CHF condition. However, it is quite difficult to

estimate or measure this term at the annular flow in the annulus, especially

under low flow and low pressure conditions. As well, the equation does

not describe properly the parametric effects such as pressure and fin

geometry as shown in Fig 15 and 16. The following relationship is,

therefore, proposed to predict the CHF on the finned surface, including

terms to describe these effects.

(9)

The coefficients of Eq.(9) were obtained by the regression of the

experimental CHF data as ; d = 0.3, C2= 0.29, C3= 2.67, C4= 0.08,

C5 = 0.1, C6= 1.07, C7= 0.23

Fig 23 presents the comparison of Eq.(9) with the CHF data for both

finned and unfinned geometries. Reasonable predictions are shown with an

RMS error of 13.7% and mean (M/P) of 1.001. The parametric trends are

correctly predicted by the proposed correlation. Hence, the suggested

correlation of Eq.(9) is valid for the finned and unfinned geometries in the

ranges given in table 2.

6. Conclusion

Experiment and analysis were performed in a vertical annulus with

both finned and unfinned geometries at the low flow and low pressure

conditions. The parametric trends for the obtained data were examined
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together with the fin effect on CHF and the existing CHF correlations were

compared with the experimental data. A new CHF correlation was proposed

to predict the CHF for both finned and unfinned geometries.

The conclusions of the present work are as follows:

(1) The parametric trends of the CHF data for the finned geometry agreed

with the general understandings from the previous studies for the

unfinned annulus or tube geometries. That is, CHF increases as the

mass flux, inlet subcooling, pressure and hydraulic diameter increase

and the heated length decreases.

(2) At the same inlet condition of mass flux and subcooling, the critical

power for the finned geometry is higher than that for the unfinned

geometry by about 17% of average due to larger heat transfer area.

However, in view of local condition, the fin does not affect CHF

under low flow and low pressure conditions since the predicted CHF

for the finned geometry is similar to that for the unfinned geometry at

the same mass flux and the exit quality conditions.

(3) An analytical model with a modified Chen correlation was shown to be

applied for estimating the distributions of the heat flux and the wall

temperature for the finned geometry at the low flow CHF condition.

The predicted maximum wall temperature at sheath midway between

fins, where the maximum heat flux occurs, agreed well with the

measured temperature, but a little overprediction at the fin tip was

shown. This may be caused from the use of bulk fluid temperature

as boundary condition although the coolant temperature actually varies

around the periphery of the fin.

(4) A new correlation is proposed as Eq.(9) to predict the CHF for both

finned and unfinned geometries at low flow and low pressure

conditions. The predictions by the developed correlation show

reasonable agreements with the experimental data. An RMS error was

13.7 %.
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A,

Dke

G
h

Ah{

L

Qfin

Flow area of a channel

Specific heat

Heated equivalent diameter

Mass flux

Heat transfer coefficient

Inlet subcooling or Local enthalpy

Length of a heated channel

Heat flow through the fin

Ah

D

Dky

8
hfg

k

Qchf

QsH

Pr

Actual perimeter of heater

Re

s

T

w

Prandtl number

ri, r2 Inner and outer radius of sheath

t Thickness of the aluminium sheath

o Specific volume

We Weber number

Greek Symbols

p Density
Ap Liquid-vapor density difference

<j> Azimuthal angle

Subscripts

av Average

fs Side of fin

i Inner or Inlet

g Vapor

fg Difference between saturated vapor and liquid

sh Sheath w

o Root of fin

Superscripts

* Nondimensional variables

Heated area of a channel

Tube diameter

Hydraulic equivalent dia.

Gravitational acceleration

Latent heat of vaporization

Conductivity

Critical heat flux

Qsh Circumferential heat transfer

from sheath to fin root

Perimeter based oft base

dia. of heater

Reynolds number

Gap thickness of annulus

Temperature

Width of Fin

Pr

a
ft

24

b

ft
f
s

Surface tension
Dynamic viscosity
Single and Two Phase

Bulk fluid

Tip of fin

Liquid
Saturation

Wall
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Table 1. Test Section Geometries

Type Length Quartz Tube Hydraulic # of
of FES (m) I.D.(mm) Dia.(mm) Data

Finned
Finned

Finned
Unfinned

0.7
0.7
0.6
0.7

17
24
17
17

7.3
13.66
7.3
9.2

74
15
10
48

Table 2. Experimental Range of Data

Parameter

Pressure(kPa)
Mass FIux(kg/m2/s)
Inlet Subcooling(kJ/kg)

Heat Flux (kW/m2)

Critical Quality

Range

110-509
26-404

176-500
258-1415
-0.034-0.702

Uncertainty

± 1%
± 3%
± 1%
± 4%
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Table 3. Annulus CHF Correlations

Correlations

• Barnettü966)
Ì4(AA/649) + B Ahi

VeV - C+Lk

where,

A^M.&lf^iGtlO-y^ll -0.744 exp(-6.512D*e(G*10"6))]

B = 0.2587Z>if1 ( G* IO"6)0"7

C=185.0Z>L415(G*l(r6)0-212

• Knoebel(1973)

Qck, = 1360(^-)CS73( /oC,r/-759(pC,)0K1yfe019

where, We = ±f^ , Re = - ^ t e , T,= 7 ^ - T 4

m Katto(1979)

Qchf — QœU+K , )

for L-regime,

<?«, = O.2SGhJJi-^-)a-oaiDJLl) , K = 1.0

for H-regime,

fl«, - 0.12G&A(p/) ( G 2 L A ) ( !+0.0081 L*/Dw)

Ä1 = 0.057 (69.2ZWL*) P/ ( - # - ) - ' / 3

• Mishimaü982)
for churn to annular flow,

fl«v=4Z-[G4A,- + ( 4 - - 0 . 1 1 ) A A ( ^JpZ>A>)1/2]

Applicable Range

- P ; 415 ~ 965 kPa

- G ; 190 -8430 kg/m2/s

- Lh ; 0.61 ~ 2.74 m

- Di ; 9.5 ~ 96.5 mm

- Do ; 14 ~ 101.6 mm

- Lh , Dh, ; inch

- qd,r ;Btu/hr/ft2 * 10"6

- 0 < Ah, < 958 kJ/kg

- P ; 30 ~ 95 Psia

- V ; 15 - 60 ft/s

- Lh ; 0.5 m

- V ; ft/s, T; °F

- Cp; Btu/lbm/ °F

- h ; kJ/kg
- G ; kg/m2/s
- Lh ; 0.48 m
- Dhe ; m

- a ; N/m
- p ; kg/m3

- P ; 103 kPa

- G ; 0 ~ 40 kg/m2/s

- Lh ; 0.6 m

- Dhy ; 5.51 mm

- Dhe ; 12.5 mm
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Table 3. Annulus CHF Correlations (Continued)

Correlations Applicable Range

• El-genk(1988)

for slug-churn/churn-annular flow,

for annular to annular mist flow,

<T(4*-) =0.85 + 1.045G^-]

where, Q^

P ; 118 kPa

G ; 0 - 260 kg/m2/s

Lh ; 0.5 m

Dhy ; 7.3 — 12.7 mm

Dhe ; 18.8 ~ 38.1 mm

Dj ; 13 mm
Do ; 20 - 2 5 mm

u Kumamaru(1990)

where, a=0.0045, b=0.33 for IJD* < 300,
a=0.081, b=0.84 for 300 < IJD* < 1000,
a=0.25, b=1.0 for IJD^ > 1000

P ; 3000 kPa
G ; 105 ~ 320 kg/m2/s
Xe; 0.15 ~ 0.9

Kowalski(1994)

QPB

Ql

= 1 + 1.9472*10""

where, QpB=Q.Z73k/£ptUB(l+Jam)0-8!(pg/pL)

JOm^ — O.lx^ipL/pg)015 , for #aj<0

Jam = — xe9 , for X^X)

11 — T ( P*-~ P* •)]Q-2S

P ; 110 - 335 kPa

G ; 390 —8405 kg/m2/s

Xe ; -0.162 — 0.073

qchf ;0.89~11.2 MW/m2

0.89 <DJDr < 1.76

0.91 <PJPa < 1.34

Pd = 41.2 mm
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d<t> = 0

x=O

Fig. 1 Analytical Model for the Calculation of Heat Flux and
Temperature Distribution
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